Introduction

Many law students dream of working in the entertainment industry, both here in southern California, and around the country. [FN1] Perhaps that aspiration accounts for Entertainment Law’s perennial status as one of the most popular electives in the law school curriculum. [FN2] Even students who do not seek careers in the entertainment field find the subject matter stimulating, with a syllabus that covers cases and controversies involving the likes of Bill Cosby, Pamela Anderson, Howard Stern, and Jay Z. I greatly enjoy teaching first year Contracts, and I also teach or have taught electives such as the basic Intellectual Property (IP) course, the Right of Publicity, and Music Law. However, Entertainment Law might be my favorite course to teach, as it contains elements of both Contracts and IP in a celebrity-studded arena that is evolving constantly.

At a pedagogical level, Entertainment Law, perhaps more than any single subject, lends itself well to use of multimedia material, including DVD clips, Court TV segments, audio music clips, and the Internet. Multimedia materials can help to vividly illustrate both how disputes arise and how to avoid them. Very often, multimedia materials themselves--a film clip, a digital sound sample, or a print or TV advertisement--are the dispositive evidence in a copyright, trademark, or right of publicity dispute involving a hit song, motion picture, or television program. As such, they can shed invaluable light on the legal doctrines that underlie Entertainment Law, as well as the real-world practical aspects of industry workings.

This Essay will set forth my approach to teaching Entertainment Law by using multimedia materials to complement traditional case law approaches. Entertainment Law encompasses a wide array of subject areas, but I will concentrate this piece on the IP aspects of Entertainment Law. In Part I, I will describe my methodology for teaching the course, particularly the focus on examining Entertainment Law from the perspectives of clearance, litigation, and transactions. In Parts II, III, IV, and V, I will examine how multimedia materials can illuminate the law of ideas, copyright issues, right of publicity issues, and trademark issues, respectively, in the entertainment arena.

I. Methodology of Teaching Entertainment Law
In earlier years of teaching Entertainment Law, I used a very fine casebook on the subject. [FN3] However, by year three of teaching, I was heavily supplementing the book with my own selected materials. By year four, I began exclusively using my own selected materials—including cases, short articles, and contracts—with no casebook. Having worked for a number of years in New York as an Entertainment and IP lawyer, I was familiar with many of the standard cases, but found that I liked picking my own cases, particularly when I could pair cases with multimedia materials. The entertainment industry is in constant flux, and new developments in Entertainment and IP move at warp speed. [FN4] Further, I typically do a limited amount of consulting work on IP projects that provides fresh material for the course. [FN5]

A. What is Entertainment Law?

The initial inquiry to start the course focuses on the question: What is entertainment law? Much like contract law, which has been described as a "residual" area of law, [FN6] there is really no such thing as "entertainment law." One could say that there are "entertainment tax" lawyers, who prepare taxes for film entities, entertainment trust and estate lawyers, "entertainment bankruptcy" lawyers who help music artists such as TLC and Toni Braxton (to name a few) escape onerous debt, and "entertainment labor" lawyers who represent talent and management in guilds such as the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), and the Directors Guild of America (DGA). However, the heart of what one would consider "entertainment law" consists of two areas—contract law and IP law—as they relate to the five traditional entertainment industries: motion pictures, television, music, publishing, and live theatre. [FN7]

My approach to teaching Entertainment Law accordingly focuses on IP and contract issues in the various entertainment industries. The goal is not merely to elucidate the legal doctrine, but to foster practical approaches to understanding the industry, which is subject to unique components of risk, concentration, and great expense of projects from films to sound recordings. [FN8] Accordingly, my approach also examines issues in the industry from three perspectives: a clearance perspective, which is pro-active in preventing litigation and liability; a litigation perspective, which is focused on finding causes of action and defenses based on doctrine and statutory provisions; and a transactional perspective, which focuses on deal-making and the interests of parties to contracts.

A litigation perspective examines elements of claims, such as whether a prima facie case of trademark or copyright infringement exists, and defenses, such as whether a contested use is permissible under the fair use doctrine of copyright. In contrast, a clearance perspective asks: What could the parties have done in advance of litigation to avoid this dispute? As I have written elsewhere, clearance efforts "will not deter all lawsuits [involving entertainment properties], but will reduce exposure to ultimate liability." [FN9] Both litigation and clearance perspectives can help to equip students to consider both preventing liability and pursuing or defending claims. In turn, litigation and clearance perspectives relate back to contract drafting and negotiation principles examined from a transactional perspective covered later in the course.

The litigation, clearance and transactional perspectives are examined in the class as a subtext within the larger context of IP disputes, beginning with the law of idea misappropriation, continuing to copyright law, and then trademark and the right of publicity. Once the students grapple with how disputes play out in the context of these IP areas in the motion picture, television, and music industries, they have a good sense of the main issues in the entertainment industries.
II. Idea Misappropriation Disputes: The Player, The Cosby Show, and Howard Stern's The Evaluators

I begin the course with idea misappropriation issues because virtually all entertainment projects, such as television programs, movies, plays, books, and video games begin with an idea. The entertainment industry is concentrated in New York and California, and accordingly, most of the idea misappropriation cases we focus on arise in those jurisdictions. [FN10] The goals of this segment are to show first that there is no unified “law of ideas” but rather a potpourri of state law doctrines including contract, property, and unjust enrichment law. [FN11] Secondly, cases and disputes demonstrate that while relatively undeveloped ideas can be immensely valuable, “idea law” such as it is, provides the least firepower in the IP-related arsenal of claims, particularly in contrast to copyright law, where plaintiffs have wonderful rights to attorney's fees, statutory damages, and injunctive relief. [FN12] Thirdly, disputes over idea generation typically fail, underscoring the proposition that almost all idea misappropriation cases are failed copyright infringement cases. Said differently, screenwriters and other creators turn to idea law when they cannot deploy any other IP weapon.

Although copyright infringement is covered in great detail later in the course, the law of ideas segment introduces the notion that copyright does not protect raw ideas, but only their expression. [FN13] The Copyright Office, for example, has long taken the position that a mere “treatment” of a film concept does not qualify for copyright protection. [FN14] With that in mind, I play a clip from the film The Player, a fictional film about the film industry starring Tim Robbins and Whoopi Goldberg. [FN15] The Player contains a vivid scene in which a screenwriter and his agent give an impromptu “pitch” to a motion picture studio executive played by Robbins. [FN16] The concept of the “pitch” is central to filmmaking, and invites the students to think about what legal protection, if any, subsists in a “pitch” where valuable ideas are disclosed.

I use PowerPoint slides with visual images containing Star Trek, Art Buchwald and Coming to America, and the Taco Bell Chihuahua. To illustrate the value of even relatively simple ideas, I like to play a clip from the early Star Trek series, showing how the simple idea of a multi-ethnic crew exploring space --” the final frontier”--spawned a multi-billion dollar empire. Concurrently, I show a PowerPoint slide of Flash Gordon, to compare how ideas can be quite similar and yet non-infringing. The Star Trek franchise provides an opportunity to contrast the tremendous potential value of ideas with the legal foundation that ideas are generally as “free as air” and appropriable by anyone. The “idea” of Star Trek is not protectable unless the elements of idea misappropriation are present, which require an idea submitted under circumstances indicating payment is expected and which is appropriated. [FN17] This concept is illustrated by a clip from the film Coming to America, which was subject to a breach of contract suit when Paramount Pictures failed to compensate treatment writer Art Buchwald for his treatment upon which the film was based. [FN18]

The Taco Bell Chihuahua (“Yo Quiero Taco Bell”) is presented as a visual image to discuss a multi-million dollar lawsuit brought by marketing professionals who “pitched” the idea of an ad campaign using their concept of a “Psycho Chihuahua.” [FN19] The suit is notable because it is one of the few where an idea-submitter won a trial on misappropriation and was awarded a windfall in damages. [FN20]

The centerpiece of discussion is the case of Murray v. NBC, The Cosby Show case. [FN21] Murray is a great case to study because it shows how attenuated idea protection can be, particularly under the New York approach to idea protection, which requires some novelty as to the idea. [FN22] We can also contrast the Murray standard to that articulated under California law. I like to show a clip from The Cosby Show to begin the class, and then delve into the facts of Murray. We have the plaintiff, an employee of NBC, with a great idea for a TV show involving a first for TV at the time--the depiction of non-stereotypical African-American characters.
in a situational comedy. [FN23] Murray specified that Bill Cosby should play the lead in a show he called “Father's Day.” [FN24] With the encouragement of his superiors, he submitted no fewer than five “treatments” to NBC executives, who ultimately “passed” on the project. [FN25] Four years later, The Cosby Show debuted, and went on to become the top-rated program of its time, generating millions for NBC. [FN26] Murray sued NBC under numerous theories, ranging from race discrimination and fraud to false designation of origin under section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, as well as idea misappropriation. [FN27]

New York law requires an idea to be novel to be protected as property. [FN28] The Second Circuit ultimately dismissed Murray’s claims against NBC, holding that the idea of a non-stereotypical African-American family in a primetime sitcom was not sufficiently novel to warrant protection under idea misappropriation law. [FN29] To test the Murray court’s hypothesis, which others have noted is clearly wrong, [FN30] I take the students through an audio journey of the television programs featuring African-Americans that preceded The Cosby Show. To demonstrate that virtually the only images of blacks in primetime prior to Cosby were stereotypical, I play audio clips from TV theme shows ranging from The Jeffersons (featuring the George Jefferson character as a classic black buffoon) to Sanford and Son (inner-city dysfunctional males living in a junkyard) to Good Times (black family on welfare in the inner-city projects) to That’s My Mama (ghetto family run by mammy-type cast black matriarch). Given both the depictions of African-Americans that preceded it and its enormous success, The Cosby Show arguably was one of the most novel programs in television history, just not in the eyes of the Second Circuit.

*771 Idea misappropriation has been rampant in the context of reality television shows, and such shows provide a good opportunity to explore the contours of idea misappropriation doctrine. One of my favorite cases is one that ultimately settled, Stern v. Telepictures Productions Inc. [FN31] I use the complaint from the lawsuit in the materials, and play a video clip of Howard Stern from his show The Evaluators, which was at issue in the litigation. [FN32] Stern, the so-called “King of All Media” [FN33] sued the producers of ABC’s reality television series Are You Hot? The Search for America’s Sexiest People. [FN34] Stern (incredibly) claimed that ABC’s show unlawfully appropriated ideas from his skit on his E-Channel TV show, The Evaluators. [FN35] In that segment, Stern and a panel of male “experts” do an on-camera evaluation of whether female applicants are “hot” enough to qualify for a photo-spread in Playboy or Penthouse magazines. [FN36]

Significantly, even though Stern’s base of operation is Manhattan, his attorneys brought suit in Los Angeles, no doubt mindful of New York’s more stringent idea misappropriation criteria. The “idea” of using a panel of men to “evaluate” women’s bodies is hardly novel and probably dates back to the cave man. Indeed, the first cause of action in the Stern suit is not even misappropriation, but rather a claim for deceptive trade practices under the California code. [FN37] We also examine other reality TV show disputes, including Survivor versus Boot Camp. [FN38]

III. Copyright Law

A. Motion Picture Copyright Infringement: 12 Monkeys, Amistad, and The Devil’s Advocate

Copyright law is at the heart of both entertainment transactions and disputes. For organizational purposes, I divide the copyright segment between motion picture copyright infringement and music copyright issues. Because of the great expense of filmmaking, there tend to be fewer reported cases on copyright infringe-
ment of films than on copyright infringement of music, presumably because clearance reduces claims, and the “serious” cases where *772 clearance has failed typically settle. Given how filmmaking costs “have skyrocketed in recent years,” [FN39] a valid copyright claim is a veritable disaster for a film studio, which could see its massive investment evaporate with the stroke of a preliminary injunction.

On the motion picture side, I begin the segment at what copyright law protects, and who is an “author” of a motion picture. In this connection, I assign Aalmuhammed v. Lee. [FN40] In Aalmuhammed, the plaintiff was hired as a consultant to help Denzel Washington with scenes involving Malcolm X’s conversion to Islam. [FN41] The plaintiff subsequently filed a copyright infringement claim against film director Spike Lee and Warner Brothers Studios, after the studio refused to give the plaintiff credit as co-writer of the film. [FN42] At issue in Aalmuhammed was whether the plaintiff’s contributions to the script and screenplay of the film Malcolm X were so extensive as to make the plaintiff a joint author of the film. [FN43] I play a clip from the film Malcolm X with reference to claims of the plaintiff. This leads to a discussion of joint ownership and ownership generally in the copyright context, underscoring the point that the film studio, although not the creator, is always the owner of copyright in a motion picture.

Next we explore what constitutes copyright infringement in the motion picture context, with a clip from the film Driving Miss Daisy and a discussion of the case involving that film, Denker v. Uhry. [FN44] In Denker, the plaintiff playwright claimed that the film infringed on the copyright in his play, Horowitz and Mrs. Washington. [FN45] The Denker court provides an excellent analysis of how a film can infringe a literary or dramatic work and sets forth what elements of a literary work are protectable in a screen play and motion picture. [FN46]

After exploring the copyrightable elements of a film, we move to discussion of injunctive relief. This segment shows the students that the threat of injunctive relief drives dispute generation and resolution in the motion picture context. A preliminary injunction has the potential to derail the entire massive investment that goes into any feature Hollywood film today. Because *773 an infringement suit can be so devastating to a big-budget motion picture, this segment also highlights the importance of stringent clearance in the film context. The centerpiece case in this segment is the 12 Monkeys case, Woods v. Universal City Studios, Inc. [FN47]

12 Monkeys was a big-budget feature film starring Bruce Willis and Brad Pitt. [FN48] The case arose when the film's director, Terry Gilliam, in connection with staff, decided to use a mechanical graphic drawing of a futuristic-looking chair authored by the plaintiff in the set of the film, drawn from a graphic arts book. [FN49] My materials contain a picture of the plaintiff's drawing of the chair, and I show a video clip of the scene in which the chair, which looks virtually exactly like the plaintiff's drawing, appears in 12 Monkeys for only a brief moment. Unfortunately, in a textbook case of clearance failure, Gilliam never bothered to “clear” the drawing, and its use in the film on its theatrical release was noted by friends of the plaintiff, Mr. Woods. [FN50] Woods hired an attorney and sought redress, but inexplicably, Universal brushed off the claims, and Woods sued for copyright infringement. [FN51]

The court in Woods, in a decision which shocked the entertainment film community, ruled that Universal did indeed infringe the copyright in the drawing, and awarded injunctive relief to Woods. [FN52] This would have required Universal to withdraw a film in active theatrical exhibition from theatres, essentially a death knell for any feature film given the “windows” a film passes through to generate revenue. The parties quickly settled. [FN53] The case lends itself to very interesting discussions of the doctrine of “striking similarity” in copyright law, as well as the law and economics approach to damages--the court's opinion ends with the stern admonition that copyright does not permit a policy of “infringe first, pay later.” [FN54]
We contrast Woods with the Amistad case, Chase-Riboud v. Dreamworks, Inc., [FN55] with use of a video clip from the film Amistad. There, a federal district court in Los Angeles found there was no likelihood of success on the merits of the plaintiff’s copyright claims, despite extensive similarities between Spielberg’s film and screenplay and the plaintiff’s book, Echo of Lions, and clear access by the defendants to the work. [FN56] (The plaintiff’s agent had *774 “pitched” a concept for an “Amistad” film based on her book to a Spielberg production company prior to the suit. [FN57]) Most tellingly, in refusing to grant injunctive relief to the plaintiff, a black woman, the court references the balance of harms between an African-American woman’s lost opportunity to present a pivotal moment in black history in her “own unique fashion” and DreamWorks’s multimillion investment in Amistad. [FN58]

Film cases also present excellent opportunities to discuss moral rights, from colorization disputes in the 1980s, to digital manipulation of images and copyright infringement. Motion picture works are not protected under the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (VARA) and “[t]he motion picture industry so far has fended off efforts . . . to gain statutory protection for moral rights . . . .” [FN59] Nevertheless, moral rights issues of integrity and attribution can be quite distinct in film cases. [FN60] A case I use in this connection is Hart v. Warner Bros., The Devil’s Advocate case. [FN61] In Hart, the plaintiff, a noted visual artist, sued Warner Bros. for using a replica of his masterwork sculpture, Ex Nihilo, which sits at the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., in its film The Devil’s Advocate. [FN62] The scene is particularly graphic and profane, with the replica digitally manipulated to show the angelic characters in the sculpture come alive, while the protagonist, played by Keanu Reeves, engages in incestuous sex with his sister in the film. [FN63] Again, injunctive relief was granted, and a settlement was reached which required future reproductions of the film, scheduled to be released on video, to remove the scene. [FN64]

Film cases also provide fertile ground for discussions of fair use. In this connection, I use a clip from a film, whose creator I represented while practicing entertainment law in New York, entitled Cracking Up. The film *775 was produced by a brilliant independent filmmaker, and financed independently, but like many independent films, it never garnered a theatrical release. Cracking Up is a dark satire/comedy about performance artists and drug addiction in the East Village of New York, and contains a scene with a hilarious parody of the classic Oscar-winning film starring Marlon Brando, On the Waterfront. [FN65]

The young producer of Cracking Up wished to do a parody called “Near the Waterfront,” where the Brando character engages in the famous “I cadda been a contenda” scene in the taxi cab with the Brando character’s brother, played by Rod Steiger (“You was my brother, Charley. You shoulda looked out for me a little bit. You shoulda taken care of me--just a little bit--so I wouldn’t have to take them dives for the short-end money.”). [FN66] I first play the famous Brando taxi scene from the original film, and then contrast it with the scene parodied by Cracking Up, which begins the same but ends with the tough Brando character morphing into Pee Wee Herman. We also discuss The Wind Done Gone case, a literary infringement case, [FN67] by showing a clip from Gone with the Wind and contrasting it with the dialog from The Wind Done Gone. [FN68]

B. Music Copyright Infringement: Love Is a Wonderful Thing, South Bronx, Ice, Ice, Baby, Pass the Mic, and 99 Problems

Music cases provide insight into copyright law on a variety of issues, from the standards of originality and fixation, to the statute of limitations. [FN69] We explore the defense of subconscious copying, comparing audio versions of the Chiffons’ He’s So Fine, with Harrison’s My Sweet Lord. [FN70] We explore the crucial issue of
access in two cases. The first involves an unknown songwriter's claim against Mariah Carey regarding the hit song Hero. [FN71] The other case involved a suit by the Isley Brothers against singer Michael Bolton and the song Love is a Wonderful Thing. [FN72] The Isley Brothers released their *776 song with the same title as the Bolton tune in 1966, [FN73] and I play audio clips of both versions, which are remarkably similar. I also use a Court TV Trial Story video segment involving a copyright infringement claim by an obscure songwriter against mega-group New Kids on the Block. [FN74] The full Trial Story segment takes up about forty minutes of class time, but is worth it in my view, as students see expert witness testimony on the issue of substantial similarity.

However, the centerpiece of the music and copyright law segment focuses on digital sound sampling, where one can have a field day discussing copyright concepts. First, I play a video clip from a hilarious film that parodies the rap music industry, entitled Fear of a Black Hat. Then, I take the students on an audio pastiche of sound sampling cases, beginning with old school rapper KRS One's classic song outlining the origins of hip-hop, South Bronx. I also play a bit of James Brown, who is arguably the most sampled musician in the history of rap, [FN75] contrasting Brown's scream in his song I Feel Good, to the unifying sample used in the hit rap song It Takes Two by Rob Base. The James Brown scream, while only seconds long, is the core of the Rob Base song.

We also listen to clips of Vanilla Ice's Ice, Ice, Baby, with the query: What is original about Vanilla Ice? Answer: arguably nothing, since he did not write the music, which comes from Queen's Under Pressure, and reputedly did not write the lyrics either. The audio tour includes comparisons of Lou Reed's Walk on the Wild Side with A Tribe Called Quest's Can I Kick It?. We listen for the plaintiff's flute solo contained in the Beastie Boys rap song Pass the Mic, which is a seminal sampling case in the Ninth Circuit. [FN76] Other cases include Tag Team's Whoomp, There It Is and of course the Grey Album controversy, featuring the remix of Jay Z's hit 99 Problems with The Beatle's Helter Skelter. [FN77] We then discuss the seminal case of Grand Upright Music, the Biz Markie case, with its stark and substandard analysis that digital sound sampling equals theft and copyright infringement. [FN78]

*777 IV. Trademark Law Disputes in the Film Context: Muppet Treasure Island, Jerry McGuire, Lawnmower Man, and The Long Kiss Goodnight

Trademark law, no less than copyright, is critical to entertainment industry deals and disputes. [FN79] My approach to trademark issues is to track the Lanham Act, examining classic trademark infringement under section 32(1), [FN80] false designation of origin (and all that entails!) under section 43(a), [FN81] trademark dilution under section 43(c), [FN82] and trademark cybersquatting under section 43(d). [FN83] To explore the basic concepts of trademark infringement and dilution, we begin with Hormel Foods and a clip from Muppet Treasure Island featuring, of course Miss Piggy and the Henson “Spa’am” character that launched the whole ridiculous litigation. [FN84] The Hormel case is a great vehicle to explore the basics of trademark law, and the policy rationales for trademark infringement and dilution.

Credit issues were historically crucial to the entertainment industry; analysts have noted that “Hollywood . . . has a highly formal attribution system that is thoroughly infused with legally enforceable rules for granting screen credit.” [FN85] As a practicing lawyer representing film producers in New York, it is difficult to recall a single feature film my old firm represented that did not have a credit misattribution claim. From the 1980s through 2004, the basis of credit claims was the misattribution doctrine based on section 43(a) of the Lanham Act. [FN86] This all changed with the advent of the Dastar case. [FN87] As Tom Bell has noted, “Dastar now negates almost any complaint that a law of the United States limits the misattribution of intellectual property.”
To explore the issue of product placement in film, and how product displays could constitute trademark infringement under section 43(a), I show a clip from the film *Jerry McGuire* that resulted in litigation by Reebok sneakers against Tristar Films. [FN89] To explore the misattribution doctrine pre-Dastar, I show a clip from the film *Lawnmower Man*, which faced trademark litigation under the misattribution doctrine of section 43(a) of the Lanham Act. [FN90] Then we explore what, if any, of the misattribution doctrine is left post-Dastar.

Continuing on, I use a hilarious clip of the ad at issue in the Snuggles/Battle Tanks case. [FN91] To explore the connection between trademark and copyright, we show a clip from the film *Long Kiss Goodnight*. That film and New Line Cinema faced charges of trademark infringement arising from the brief (blink and you miss it) display within the film of a clip on a television of a Three Stooges film. [FN92]

Issues regarding titles are also salient in the entertainment context. [FN93] To explore the issue of trademark and titles in the film context, I show a clip from the film *Drop Dead Gorgeous* which ended up in litigation when American Dairy Queen Corporation sued New Line for trademark infringement and dilution arising from New Line’s selection of the title “Dairy Queens” for the film. [FN94] The scene from the film I show is one of a hilarious “talent show” contest that includes a female contestant singing “Can't Take My Eyes Off You” to a life-sized doll of Jesus Christ.

V. Right of Publicity Issues: Like a Prayer, MC Hammer, Rosa Parks, The Sandlot

Right of publicity issues frequently arise in the entertainment context, and are often asserted in connection with trademark infringement claims. The right of publicity “gives individuals claims against unauthorized commercial use of their identity.” [FN95] I use visual images in PowerPoint, including those of Pamela Anderson, Madonna, MC Hammer, the Spice Girls, and Amy Fisher, the “Long Island Lolita.” Pam Anderson, of course, was involved in a notorious right of publicity suit arising out of unauthorized posting of a sex video of Anderson and her then-boyfriend, Bret Michaels, a case that brings to light the “privacy” aspects of publicity rights. [FN96]

The image I use of Madonna shows her surrounded by burning crosses in her Like a Prayer video. This is used to illustrate the point that celebrities like Madonna can “cash in” on their fame through lucrative endorsement deals. [FN97] Publicity rights need justification and often come under harsh attack. [FN98] I use the image of Amy Fisher, the notorious “Long Island Lolita,” to demonstrate the potential “dark side” of fame, and to show that society does not have an interest in incentives for all forms of fame, undercutting purely economic arguments for the right of publicity.

MC Hammer and the Spice Girls demonstrate that “over-exposure” can cause real harm to a celebrity’s marketability, suggesting that there should be some protection of image, and providing a good point to compare and contrast the problem of celebrity over-exposure with that of trademark dilution. The Rosa Parks case represents the personality theory of the right of publicity, in contrast to an economic rights theory. Under personality theory, a person’s image is “an extension of human personality, and therefore . . . essential to human dignity.” [FN99] We discuss publicity rights in the Rosa Parks case, where the rap group Outkast was sued by Rosa Parks for the use of the title Rosa Parks in a hit Outkast song. [FN100] In the film context, we explore right of publicity issues by use of a case involving former Black Panther Bobby Seale’s suit against a production company for the film Panther. [FN101] Finally, we explore the right of non-celebrities to publicity rights in the film context with a case involving the film The Sandlot. [FN102]
Conclusion

When I am teaching Entertainment Law I often can't believe I'm getting paid well to spin records and play DVD clips while leading discussions of issues from the cover of People or the headlines of Entertainment Tonight. The cases never get old, there is always something new popping up in the news, and the students never go to sleep, as they sometimes are wont to do during discussions of the parol evidence rule or U.C.C. § 2-207 in Contracts. Using a clearance, litigation, and transaction approach through the lens of the five traditional entertainment industries has proven an effective way to teach students the core IP concepts that underlie much of the Entertainment Law curriculum. The extensive use of multimedia materials, including DVD or film clips, audio clips, and PowerPoint slides not only keeps the students awake, it helps them understand conceptually "what is Entertainment Law," a field so unique that it has been famously said that "there's no business like show business."
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